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Let me start off with a word about our 4th Saturday shoot in October. It was a dreary
day, raining when we opened the gate, but the light rain had stopped by shoot time.
As it turned out we could have shot any stages we wanted but we had decided due
to the possibility of rain we would stay undercover and shoot High Card and the
Mercantile different ways. We shot straight through and were done by around
noon. Arnetta had a hot lunch waiting for us so we put up our guns, painted targets
and had a short discussion about “Mayhem on the Mountain”. One clean match,
Tombstone Shadow who was also top shooter for the day. Congratulations my
friend!
Even though the weather was ugly it was great to be with friends. It was also a
unique day in that I would venture to say that we were the only SASS club in the
world to have kept score using four different systems. That is correct four! What
were they you ask? First is the tried and true paper score. Second is the tried and
true, but no longer supported, ACES. Third was the Practiscore system which is the
program written by the folks who gave us ACES and lastly the CAS scoring system.
Each has its advantages. The paper scoring we won’t discuss as it is always the final
word! ACES we have several older devices we may use but if someone wants to
update their I-Pad ACES will no longer work on that device and although I don’t
think we have ever tried to use it strictly on android devices, trying to mix apple
and android devices just doesn’t seem to work well. Practiscore seemed to work
well and we were able to sync older apple devices with newer ones. We did not try
to mix apple and android devices. Our own Phyl Brinkley aka Roy Sackett had done
a lot of looking at the different scoring systems and was the chief proponent of the
CAS system. It does look a lot like ACES, so those of us who are used to ACES should
pick it up very quickly. It does a lot more than ACES did. The only disadvantage I
could see is that it will only run on apple devices using the latter operating systems.
The huge advantages however are ease of use and the fact that Phyl has written an
instructional guide for its use. He also states that he received a prompt response

from the programmers when he e-mailed a question to them! It looks like we will
be trying that system for our monthly shoots for awhile. (We did use it our second
Saturday shoot and it worked great)
The weather was a little cool at the start but it warmed up nicely for our Second
Saturday shoot. No clean shooters but Jack High Homer was top shooter for the
day. Congratulations! It was good to have Paige Murdock up to shoot with us.
Return often!
The year is winding down and folks are thinking about Thanksgiving and Christmas.
The date for our annual awards party will be Sat. Jan. 11 following our regular
monthly second Saturday shoot. We will do it at the range weather permitting. If
the weather is cold or wet, we will find an alternate venue. A final decision will be
made as the date grows closer. Please attend whether you shoot or not as there
will be several important issues to discuss.
As many of you are aware both Red and I have some current health issues so we
no longer feel that we can be depended upon to take up the slack to see that
everything runs smoothly. Fortunately, our membership is stepping up to insure
that things run smoothly.
We had a short meeting after our shoot and discussed a few changes to be made
at Outlaw Camp going forward.
We have been blessed with having Arnetta Fry doing our lunches for several years
and prior to that, she was doing lunches for the True Grit club. I think she is looking
for a break, so we will have lunch at our fourth Saturday shoot 11-23-2019 but after
that until at least warmer weather or until someone steps up to do our lunches,
starting with our Fun Fifth Saturday shoot November 30, we will be shooting six
stages straight through, so if you need a snack bring it! We will reevaluate the
situation sometime in the spring. We will miss Arnetta doing lunch for us, she has
us spoiled! Our Shooting times will remain the same.
Dues are due and payable Jan 1st for the shooting year 2020. Dues remain a nominal
$45.00 for the year. If your dues are not paid by Feb 28th there will be an additional
$20.00 late fee added. I have started a membership list for 2020, and this year we
will try to have it available for distribution early in Feb. so be sure when you pay
your dues to give us your name, alias, sass number, email address, phone number
(your preferred) and address.

Remember our Fun Fifth Saturday Shoot coming up November 30.
Dates for “Mayhem on the Mountain” 2020 will be the second weekend in October
that’s October 9 thru 11-2020. Plan to attend and bring another shooter!!!!!
Red and I wish you all a Happy Thanksgiving. That is about it for now………………
“KEEP ‘EM POINTED DOWNRANGE”

OZARK OUTLAW

Upcoming Events of Interest:
Nov. 23 Sat.

Shoot “Outlaw Camp” 4th Sat. Outlaws shooter mtg. 9:45 shoot 10:00

Nov. 28 Thu.

Thanksgiving

Nov, 30 Sat.

Shoot “Outlaw Camp” Fun Fifth” shooter mtg. 9:45 shoot 10:00

Dec. 14 Sat.

Shoot “Outlaw Camp” shooter mtg. 9:45 shoot 10:00

Dec. 25 Wed.

Christmas Day

Dec. 28 Sat.

Shoot “Outlaw Camp” 4th Sat. Outlaws shooter mtg. 9:45 shoot 10:00

Dec. 31 Tue.

New Year’s Eve

Jan. 11 Sat.

Shoot “Outlaw Camp” shooter mtg. 9:45 shoot 10:00 PARTY TO FOLLOW!

Jan. 25 Sat.

Shoot “Outlaw Camp” 4th Sat. Outlaws

For shoots of other clubs in the State, see their respective web-sites

